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Bienvenido al Nuevo Caracol
The new Caracol Entrance is now open. We are
currently providing security, both uniformed
guards and police, to stop unauthorized entry
onto the Caracol 24/7. You are either a resident,
renter, visitor or maintenance. Other cars are
being turned away, and asked to make a U turn
and leave.
When necessary, there will be guards stationed
at the entrance road to the beach to prevent
excessive parking on the beach road. We are
beginning the installation of the surveillance
cameras and electronic gate hardware. For the
time being, the guards will be stationed at the
entrance indefinitely. The reduction in traffic on
the hill has been notable. On weekends, daytime
traffic is down 60% and unauthorized nighttime
traffic has stopped. Please notify the guards if
you observe unauthorized autos, and they will
have the police escort them off the hill. When you enter, the guards will be providing a colored paper
placard to put on your dash with your house number to allow you immediate entrance. Renters will
receive a different color with a expiration date. Workers receive a green placard. The Caracol has
ordered printed plaques similar to handicapped badges that hang on your mirror or can be placed on
your dash and will be available soon.
Significant progress has been made laying new Adoquin on the Caracol roads. Pavers have been
laid from the top of the beach road halfway towards Heart attach hill, and pavers have been ordered
for CR Cabrillas, lot 547, connecting with the top of Paso Camaron, lot 618. We have laid nearly
1000 sqr meters of Adoquin so far this year.
More to come...............
Watch caracolassn.com web site for additional information.

